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On 7 May 1941, Australian Prime Minister Robert Menzies wearily stepped from his aircraft at Ottawa’s airport to meet his waiting Canadian counterpart, William Lyon Mackenzie King. Menzies was given little time to rest and recoup. He immediately inspected an honour guard of Australian air force trainees enrolled in the British Commonwealth Air Training Plan (BCATP) in Canada, gave a series of press interviews, delivered stirring addresses to the Canadian Club and then Canada’s Parliament, attended a Cabinet War Committee (CWC) meeting, and then supped with King’s full Cabinet before retiring finally after midnight. Greatly pleased by the “terrific enthusiasm” his speeches had received, Menzies found everybody, even the Canadian press, “friendly & responsive,” a stark contrast to the much tougher treatment he normally encountered in Australia — “a prophet and his own country”.

Absent from Australia since late January, Menzies had come to Canada from a beleaguered Britain to obtain King’s backing for the creation of an Imperial War Cabinet (IWC), with Dominion Prime Ministers as key members, to restrain the redoubtable Winton Churchill. Menzies’ ambitious scheme has attracted little attention from British and Canadian scholars. Martin Gilbert’s magisterial biography of Churchill mentions Menzies’ presence in Britain only briefly and says nothing about the IWC. Canada’s dean of military/foreign policy history, C.P. Stacey, devotes but a few pages to Menzies and the IWC in his studies of the Second World War. J.L. Granatstein’s account of King’s government from 1939-45 fails to mention the initiative, an omission repeated in John Hilliker’s official history of Canada’s Department of External Affairs. Hilliker broaches the topic in one paragraph in a short 1984 article on Australian-Canadian wartime relations, describing Menzies’ visit to Ottawa as “a great success.” Galen Roger Perras’ more recent piece on Canada’s failure to aid the Antipodes militarily in the Second World War also consigns the Menzies/IWC issue to one paragraph.
The situation "Down Under" is little better. Menzies' 1967 memoirs fail to mention either the IWC or King. Fortunately, Menzies' diary for his 1941 trip, *Dark and Hurrying Days*, replete with entertainingly harsh judgements about many of the people he had met, was published in 1993, though the account of his Ottawa sojourn is more notable for what is absent from its pages. Paul Hasluck's impressive study of Australia's war effort fails to mention that Menzies sought King's assistance. P.G. Edwards' account of Australian foreign policy from 1901 to 1949 says nothing about the matter. D.M. Horner's detailed monograph on Australian war strategy and Allied high command contains just a handful of IWC references and concludes simply that Menzies was "disappointed" when his efforts did not succeed. However, historian David Day argues at length that Menzies had sought nothing less than Churchill's job, a plot abetted by prominent Britons including Great War Prime Minister David Lloyd George. Within this broader context however, the Menzies-King meeting occupies four pages, and King's later efforts to block the IWC get short shrift. Not surprisingly, Menzies' biographer, A.W. Martin, disputes Day's use of "indirect evidence" to make his controversial case, but his sparse discussion of Menzies' meeting with King leaves much to be desired.\(^3\)

The failure to properly discuss this issue is a mistake. A Menzies-King alliance, however unlikely, to force an IWC upon Churchill could have fundamentally altered the direction of the Empire's war. Prospects for success seemed good on the surface. Both Menzies and King, cognizant of the damage the First World War had wrought in their respective nations, had desperately supported Neville Chamberlain's German appeasement policy in the 1930s. Once war had arrived in September 1939, they had favoured making peace initiatives to Adolf Hitler. Further, Menzies and King possessed significant qualms about Churchill's ability to successfully lead the Empire to victory. But Menzies' 1941 initiative was doomed from the very start.
Churchill showed scant interest in ceding his stranglehold over the strategic reins of power. In Britain’s senior Dominion, long renowned and even hated for his reluctance to be drawn into politically dangerous entangling imperial webs, King felt certain that Menzies’ plan boded ill for Canadian autonomy and his own fervid desire to limit Canada’s military liabilities. Thus, despite his own misgivings about Churchill, King acted with the British leader to kill Menzies’ idea. Menzies was a man in a hurry, but King rarely hurried about anything. Long after the IWC scheme’s collapse, King viewed Menzies’ fall from power in Australia in August 1941 as immutable proof that Dominion leaders dallied in imperial politics at their own risk.

Menzies’ support for an IWC sprang from concerns about the war’s direction from its earliest moments. As Day and E.M. Andrews point out, with Australia deeply scarred by its grim Great War sacrifices, Menzies had supported Chamberlain’s September 1938 Munich deal with Hitler, and had resolutely opposed British plans to bring the aggressively anti-Nazi Churchill into Britain’s cabinet in mid-1939, fearing, as Chamberlain put it, “if Winston got into the Government it would not be too long before it were at war.” Having failed to ratify the 1931 Statute of Westminster, as in 1914, Australia was a belligerent moment Britain declared war on Germany on 3 September 1939. Menzies took no pleasure in announcing war had come, having told Chamberlain on 1 September, before news of Germany’s attack upon Poland had arrived, Australia did not consider the issues dividing Germans and Poles as “intrinsically worth a war.” On 11 September Menzies instructed S.M. Bruce, Australia’s High Commissioner in London, to advise Britain to take any German peace feelers seriously. He then lobbied various officials, including King, about establishing clear imperial war aims that would not preclude a peaceful settlement. Despite the fact King also favoured peace talks with Germany (King naively
believed Hitler's aggression could be stopped by international mediation), such efforts came to naught when Hitler refused to be reined in.

Menzies' concerns re-emerged in May 1940 as driving German forces cut brutal swathes through an astonishingly brittle French military, raising the dismal prospect of a badly battered Britain left alone in the fight except for its frightened Dominions. Having agreed to formal diplomatic relations with Canada in 1939 after years of false starts, a despairing Menzies cabled King on 22 May 1940 to broach the idea of making public appeals for American intervention to salvage the crumbling Allied cause. Not unsympathetic to Menzies' suggestion (King had greeted the new year by noting America might have "already lost its one great opportunity and mission" by failing to defend small neutral powers), King had little affection for Menzies himself. A 1938 attempt to exchange High Commissioners with Australia had collapsed, an Australian official had told O.D. Skelton, Canada's influential Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs, because then-Attorney-General Menzies "was strongly Imperialistic and strongly opposed to separate dominion representation." Then in December 1939 King had felt Australia and Britain's Air Ministry had colluded to embarrass him because, during a particularly difficult moment in the BCATP negotiations, he had blurted out "this is not our war." Stacey is right — King probably meant it was not "exclusively" Canada's war as he fought British attempts to saddle him with the BCATP's costs — but King's enemies had assailed his apparent lack of commitment to Britain. Thus when Menzies had released BCATP details before its contentious financial wrinkles had been ironed out, King, possessing a long memory for slights, assumed the worst. So when Menzies' request arrived, certain he knew America far better than Menzies, King opposed a public appeal as it could damage "rather than assist the formation of public and Congressional opinion favourable to action," a view Churchill, who had just replaced Chamberlain, supported.
Canada's refusal to back Menzies' appeal sparked a reaction. On 4 June 1940 William Glasgow, Australia's High Commissioner in Ottawa, warned that Canadians attached "far greater importance to the Statute of Westminster than does the average Australian" and would brook no infringement of their sovereignty. Further, "an able" King possessed the loyalty of his Cabinet and party but "lacks either the ability or the will to rouse the country and provide the lead it has been waiting for." Injured Australian feelings were not assuaged either when King and President Franklin Roosevelt established a continental security pact in August assuring Canada's safety in the event Germany overwhelmed Britain. Canberra's mood darkened considerably when its attempts to gain a similar deal were rebuffed despite one Canadian official's failed efforts to convince Roosevelt to extend the deal to Britain, Australia, and New Zealand.10

Japan's occupation of French Indochina and its increased pressure on Anglo-Dutch possessions in the Far East (Australia's "near north"), gave Menzies more hard moments, especially as Britain, facing a possible German invasion, showed little concern for Australian security. On 15 August the British Chiefs of Staff, seeing no prospect for strategic improvement "in the immediate future," advocated abandoning the long standing promise to send a major fleet to Singapore, and suggested Australia despatch troops to Malaya. Indeed, four days earlier Churchill had told Menzies and New Zealand Prime Minister Peter Fraser the Royal Navy would not head for the Antipodes unless Britain had been expelled from the eastern Mediterranean or Japan attacked Singapore. Then in September Churchill "stopped" plans to send an Australian division to Malaya; he wanted it despatched to the Middle East.11 When America refused in November 1940 to base even a token naval contingent at Singapore to deter a Japanese assault, Menzies acted. Viewing Singapore's defence position as "alarming," Menzies informed London on 8 November of his plans to visit Britain soon to discuss common security problems, although
he waited until 25 November to inform Australia’s multi-party Advisory War Council (AWC) of his intentions. No doubt Menzies’ convictions only deepened after Bruce’s account of a 19 December chat with Churchill reached him. Dominions Secretary Lord Cranborne was not normally a War Cabinet member, an exclusion Bruce protested as the Secretary “should be the best man in the Cabinet after the Prime Minister.” Churchill disagreed; the Dominions Office was “only a Post-office,” while the Dominions “would not tolerate dictation from the Dominions Secretary.” Unable to dispute the latter statement, Bruce reminded Churchill that a first class Dominions Secretary could advise him about dangerous trends in Dominion opinion.12

Menzies began his exhausting journey on 24 January 1941, with stops in the Dutch East Indies, Singapore, India, the Middle East, and Africa, before arriving in London on 21 February. The Singapore stopover had confirmed Menzies’ darker fears that the Empire’s security was seriously endangered; Singapore was short of aircraft, its army garrison lacked vital materials, naval power was absent, and local commander Air Chief Marshall Sir Robert Brooke-Popham had struck Menzies as a man who favoured a heroic but futile last stand “rather than clear-cut planning, realism and science.”13 Menzies’ qualms only deepened after arriving in Britain. Meeting Churchill on 22 February, he found the Briton “a tempestuous creature...oratorical even in conversation,” with little inclination to heed other opinions. Attending his first War Cabinet meeting two days later, an astounded Menzies witnessed Churchill’s small coterie of Ministers say almost nothing after their leader declared for a risky military expedition to Greece, an excursion in which Australian forces would play a prominent role. Menzies condemned Cranborne as a man whose “courtesy has ousted fibre,” thought Minister of Air Production Lord Beaverbrook possessed “a mind of his own, though I suspect it is not a good mind,” and dismissed Clement Attlee, the Labour Party chief, as better fitted to “be a Sunday School
Superintendent.” By 14 April as German forces sliced through Britain’s lines in North Africa and the Balkans, Menzies blasted a “deplorable” War Cabinet as filled with “dumb men most of whom disagree with Winston but none of whom dare to say so.” The Chiefs of Staff “are without exception Yes Men,” while Churchill was a “dictator” who “cannot be overruled, and his colleagues fear him.”

What could be done to counter Churchill’s influence? Day avers Menzies, encouraged by Beaverbrook and Lloyd George, sought to unseat Churchill as Britain’s head of government. This is a controversial notion, and as Martin notes, the evidence is indirect. What is clear is that Menzies settled upon recreating Lloyd George’s Imperial War Cabinet that had directed the Empire’s war effort in 1917-1919. Menzies had not devised the idea. In September 1939 Bruce had told Menzies the British War Cabinet had thought the time for an IWC “had not yet arrived.”

Daily meetings between the Dominions Secretary and Dominion High Commissioners could suffice, supplemented by having Dominion Ministers come to London for two to four weeks to coordinate planning with British officials. Then on 22 April 1940 Chamberlain had suggested bringing the Dominion Prime Ministers to London for a conference. Menzies had wanted to attend, but South Africa’s eminent Prime Minister, Jan Smuts, a member of the Great War IWC, had thought the meeting premature given the strategic uncertainty. Moreover, Smuts had worried about leaving South Africa, a justifiable concern as many adamantly nationalist Afrikaners opposed fighting in this latest Anglo-German war at Britain’s side.

King’s Cabinet had split on the issue on 2 May, though one French-Canadian Minister, Raoul Dandurand, had pointedly reminded all that their former leader and King’s political mentor, Wilfrid Laurier, had fought attendance at imperial conferences. King needed no such reminders, having spent much of his political career expanding Canada’s autonomy even at the
expense of imperial ties. At his first imperial conference in 1923, he and Skelton had strenuously resisted the centralization of imperial foreign and defence policies, going through documents line by line, excising unacceptable phrasing. For King, Canadian unity, sorely tested in the Great War by French Canadian opposition to conscription, and good relations with America ranked above possibly dangerous imperial commitments. When Maurice Hankey, Secretary to the Committee of Imperial Defence, had queried why King was abandoning former Prime Minister Robert Borden’s strident wartime demands for a formal Canadian role in imperial decision-making, Skelton had been very clear; Borden’s policy had been an betrayal of fifty years of constitutional evolution, an aberration King intended to quickly correct. Thus, when the 1923 conference’s final statement on foreign policy goals had been issued, at King’s insistence it said goals were “necessarily subject to the actions of the Governments and Parliaments of the Empire,” while joint imperial defence had given way to an emphasis on local defence.18

Such efforts have earned King the inestimable enmity of imperially minded contemporaries and historians. In 1923 Foreign Secretary Lord Curzon had found King “obstinate, tiresome and stupid, nervously afraid of being turned out of his own Parliament when he gets back.” Australian politician and diplomat R.G. Casey, having witnessed King’s assiduous work at the 1926 imperial conference, had commented in 1928 “surely no man can claim credit for having done so much as Mackenzie King to damage what remains in these autonomous days of the fabric of the British Empire. His efforts to make political capital out of his domestic nationalism are analogous to a vandal who pulls down a castle to build a cottage.” British historian Correlli Barnett accuses King and an “Anglophobe” Skelton of seeking “to break up the ‘white’ empire as an effective alliance; not directly and deliberately, but as the by-product of achieving complete freedom of action” domestically. Canadian academic W.L. Morton more
bluntly maintains King’s relentless pursuit of autonomy led to “the present condition of Canada, in which the country is so irradiated by the American presence that it sickens and threatens to dissolve in cancerous slime.”

Such vituperative criticism misses the point. Casey’s 1928 critique also had blamed Canada for Britain’s non-renewal of the Anglo-Japanese Alliance in 1921-22 “owing to her United States complex,” though it had been Conservative Prime Minister Arthur Meighen who had opposed renewal. King was not anti-British, but he never trusted incessant demands for imperial unity. Thus as war clouds had ominously gathered in the 1930s, King had declined to give London any encouragement to confront Germany, fearing confrontation might incite war rather than prevent it. In 1935 King had ordered his Anglophilic High Commissioner to Britain, Vincent Massey, not to be drawn into “imperial councils, commitments, or policies and to avoid becoming a member of any conference of Dominions.” Canadians, King had thundered, should not become “subordinate or subject ourselves to any combined influence of Australia-New Zealand, Newfoundland etc in our policies.” At the 1937 imperial conference King had opposed imposing automatic sanctions on aggressors, had reminded participants the 1923 meeting had ruled Dominion focus should be local defence, and had refused to grant any automatic commitment if Britain found itself at war in Europe. But in private, knowing what generally pro-British Canadian public opinion would demand of him, King had told Chamberlain that Canada would assist Britain to resist attack. He also had agreed with his Cabinet during the 1938 Munich crisis that Canada had a “self-evident national duty” to fight with Britain. Then quoting Laurier from 1914, King had informed Canada’s Parliament in January 1939 “if England is at war, we are at war and liable to attack,” adding that Parliament would determine the extent of Canada’s participation in such a conflict.
Once war had come, King had hoped for a conflict of "limited liability," focussing on air power and war-related production, only to see Canadian opinion and his service advisers demand ground forces be despatched to Europe, an especially bitter pill for a downcast Skolton to swallow.\(^{23}\) Military inactivity in Western Europe until spring 1940 lessened the urgency to deal with Chamberlain's conference call. By the time King had responded on 10 May, Germany's victorious west European offensive had begun, and confronting such a dire crisis, King could not justify any absence from Canada that might last "for some weeks, if not months." No doubt recalling that Borden's extended absences from Canada so he could sit on the IWC from 1917-1919 had engendered considerable criticism, King had maintained it went against his conviction and Canadian practice to decide important policy matters "without prior consultation with my colleagues." Lastly, drawing upon his beloved linchpin metaphor, King had felt he could better represent Commonwealth interests "as a whole" to America by remaining in Canada. Present means of communication, some of which had been "non-existent in the last war" (such as British and Dominion High Commissioners in Ottawa) were "most satisfactory." Only altered circumstances or special emergencies would prompt King to attend a Prime Ministers' conference.\(^{24}\)

King had little reason to worry as Churchill had no interest in an IWC. But the issue did not vanish. On 30 May, Casey, now Australia's Minister to America, had advised Menzies to get Bruce, who possessed "a sense of reality which is badly needed," appointed to Britain's War Cabinet. Menzies, Casey had asserted, should ride over any Canadian counter-arguments. By October 1940 Canada's High Commission had reported British newspapers were debating an IWC revival, with London press magnate Lord Kamalay seeking Menzies' opinion. Then Menzies had condemned an IWC as an unwieldy instrument which would take Prime Ministers
away from their home countries for too long. But somehow a cranky King had mistakenly believed Menzies had pushed the notion. He had been no happier when Churchill had proposed forming a Supreme Allied War Council composed of representatives from all anti-German governments. Seeing that as an IWC “on a larger and more dangerous scale,” King had told Massey on 6 December existing consultation systems plus occasional ministerial visits to Britain “would appear to be fully adequate.”

There the matter lay until its dramatic rebirth in April 1941. On 6 March Menzies had discussed an IWC with Lord Elibank, although Menzies commented, with some prescience, an enthusiastic Elibank “had an inadequate conception of the difficulties, eg Canada.” Perhaps so, but on 2 April Elibank made a motion in the House of Lords demanding an IWC because existing methods of communication could not achieve the unity of purpose and decision needed to successfully prosecute the war. The motion, however, did not progress as Cranborne declared his government was perfectly satisfied with the current Dominion consultation system. When he lunched with Lloyd George on 26 April, Menzies and the Welsh wizard realized they shared similar concerns regarding Churchill. In May 1940, as Chamberlain’s sad premiership had ended, some had hoped for Lloyd George’s return to Number 10 Downing Street. When Churchill instead had claimed that prize, Lloyd George had declined a place in Churchill’s Cabinet and had predicted in July 1940 that while Britain presently was “hysterically infatuated” with Churchill, it would turn firmly against him after his first great blunder.

Among the solutions Menzies and Lloyd George considered were daily rather than weekly War Cabinet meetings, freeing Cabinet members from extraneous departmental responsibilities, finding good men to provide sound advice to Churchill, and appointing someone from the Dominions to the War Cabinet “for the Dominions type of mind is essential.” Then on 1
May, Maurice Hankey, marginalised by Churchill thanks to his close ties to a now-dead Chamberlain but renowned among Australians for his pro-Dominion attitude during the Great War, was buttonholed by Menzies on the street. Churchill was a dictator surrounded by yes-men Menzies charged; the solution was an IWC containing at least one Dominion member. Unhappy with his own declining influence, Hankey called Menzies the next day to encourage him to use his last meeting with Churchill to press Britain’s leader to make better use of his advisers.29 Whether one accepts Day’s claim of Menzies-led plot against Churchill, clearly some degree of connivance was at work. Even before the Lloyd George meeting, as Day points out, Menzies’ membership on a revived IWC had been mentioned prominently in newspapers in Britain, Australia, and America. If Day is correct, if Menzies intended to usurp the British premiership, Churchill seemed singularly unimpressed. Asked in the House of Commons on 29 April whether he would form a supreme War Cabinet with Menzies as a member, Churchill’s terse answer left scant room for misunderstanding: “No, Sir.”90

It is in this context then, that Menzies’ arrival in Ottawa just one week later is significant. If Menzies could convince a reluctant King to back an IWC, and the Sydney Daily Telegraph had mentioned King, alongside Menzies, Smuts, Lloyd George, Churchill, and Fraser as likely IWC members, despite John Charmley’s contention that “Churchill was no ingénue to be out-maneuvered by a ‘Colonial’ and disgruntled Ministers,” Churchill’s surrender might have been forced by a united Dominion front. A precedent existed. In 1916 Australian Prime Minister William Hughes also had stopped in Ottawa to meet with Robert Borden about the war. Although Hughes had failed to convince Borden to put Canadian naval forces into the Pacific to counter Japan’s growing power, they had agreed the Dominions needed more power in imperial decision-making, a decision which had contributed to Lloyd George’s formation of the IWC in 1917.31
Menzies' diary is not particularly unhelpful at this point. After devoting dozens of pages to his British sojourn, including a quixotic side-trip to Ireland intended to smooth roiling Anglo-Irish relations, Menzies' terse account of his Canadian visit totals less than two pages. Menzies attended Canada's CWC on 7 May and a breakfast meeting the next day with Glasgow and British High Commissioner Malcolm Macdonald. But the diary contains no details of his discussions beyond relaying King's self-congratulatory assertion that his efforts had kept Canada united and America onside via his friendship with Roosevelt. Accepting the former claim, Menzies opined while King "could not have been more pleasant and co-operative," he was "not a war leader, possesses no burning zeal for the cause, and is a politician who possible prefers to lead from behind." The IWC is not mentioned, a subject that also had been absent from his address to Canada's Parliament. However, Menzies claimed that unnamed sources (likely Macdonald) had told him that King had "not really wanted me to come to Canada."32

On the other hand, King's diary, an extraordinary document chronicling his life from undergraduate days at the University of Toronto until his death in July 1950, says a great deal about Menzies and the IWC. King and Menzies had not met until May 1941 even though the Australian had visited Ottawa in August 1935, a visit that had left Menzies unenthusiastic about Canada.33 Menzies' sources had been correct; King had not looked forward to the Australian's arrival. Initially he had decided not to meet Menzies at the airport, but had changed his mind after hearing Menzies was looking forward to meeting him. By day's end, King admitted Menzies, "a fine looking fellow, splendid presence, great vigour, [with] a wonderful gift for speaking," had taken "this city more or less by storm." And while Menzies exhibited "many of the qualities of a great leader," a self-righteous King believed his guest was "thinking pretty much of Menzies.
most of the time, and likes very much the environments of high society, palaces, etc., which will cost him, perhaps, dearly in the end."

Menzies' IWC advocacy had left King quite unmoved despite the Canadian's long distrust of Churchill. In 1922, blaming Churchill for a clumsy failed attempt to embroil Canada in a dangerous Anglo-Turkish dispute, King had remarked it was "a serious business having matters in the hands of a man like Churchill"; in King's opinion, Britain would have been better off without Churchill and Lloyd George. Seventeen years later, with the Empire at war again in Europe, King had blamed Lloyd George and Churchill for the new conflict. When Churchill had ascended to the premiership in 1940, King had greeted the news ruefully as Chamberlain, possessing better judgement than Churchill, would "have been a safer guide in the long run than Churchill." Still, there is little doubt Canada's Prime Minister, who absolutely dominated his wartime Cabinet, did not welcome the precedent of undermining a British Prime Minister's powers and prerogatives. Further, one Canadian Minister, recently returned from Britain, had remarked in January that Churchill "had given up any thought of having an Imperial War Council."

Describing Menzies as "quite outspoken," King and Ministers listened while the Australian characterized Churchill, surrounded by "yes men," as running "the whole show" in London, adding he had been "practically the only one" to venture questions at the War Cabinet table. Perhaps seeking to appeal to King's patriotism, Menzies asserted the Canadian-born Beaverbrook, "the one man doing things," had stopped attending War Cabinet meetings because they never accomplished anything, before pulling out his one big gun; an "equally critical" Lloyd George wanted a Dominion point of view in the War Cabinet.

King dismantled Menzies' argument at some length. Certain Menzies' reasons for an IWC differed greatly from British advocates, King agreed Dominion opinions had long been ignored in
London. However, he doubted recreating the IWC would solve that problem, and worried about Dominion Prime Ministers being absent too long from their own countries. When Menzies countered that occasional meetings might serve the purpose, King felt certain the minute Dominion leaders departed Britain the “whole situation would slip back into the position it was before,” with the Dominions incurring “responsibility without power.” Favouring the current system involving individual Ministers going to Britain to consult with their opposite members, which Menzies viewed as ineffective, King rejected assertions an IWC was needed to decide strategic questions. Lacking military expertise, King feared being seen as an imposter if he made such decisions without immediate advice from Canada’s Chiefs of Staff, which meant absenting them from Ottawa “where they were most needed.” Thus, King plumped for leaving the current system of intra-imperial consultation intact. If a time came when “great decisions” had to be made, then Dominion leaders could finally proceed forthwith to London; but to constantly move back and forth to Britain would amount to little influence “at the right time.”

Day correctly asserts Menzies had failed to impress King. Convinced Menzies “was too much the dictator to be a persuasive leader of the mass of the people,” King believed Menzies would find upon his return to Australia he had lost much ground to his political foes. Moreover, he suspected Menzies “would rather be on the War Cabinet in London than Prime Minister of Australia.” Most importantly, having long balanced Canada’s racial divide, King likely had noticed, as America’s Minister in Ottawa reported, while Canada’s English-language newspapers had lauded Menzies, the French press was “far less conspicuous and less enthusiastic in tone,” perhaps because “French Canada differs with the English majority about the formation of an Imperial War Cabinet.”
Despite King’s firm opposition, the IWC issue remained alive as a string of disastrous British battlefield defeats in Greece and North Africa compelled Churchill to demonstrate that the deteriorating strategic situation was somehow redeemable. King unwittingly supplied the idea. Cabling Churchill on 10 May to describe his audience with Menzies, King noted any Prime Ministers’ meeting should “be confined to some occasion when some practical question might necessitate joint consideration.” Cranborne, who had been seeking to convene an imperial conference for nearly a year, while realizing King had not committed himself, seized upon the telegram to push for such a meeting in August or September. However, Cranborne warned Churchill on 12 May that Menzies probably would manipulate such a conference to publicly push for the IWC. If that prospect worried Churchill, his 12 May wire to King revealed nothing. Delighted Menzies’ Ottawa visit had been “so successful” and praising King’s efforts at keeping Canada united, Winston suggested holding a four to six week-long imperial conference in July or August.41

Doubting circumstances would permit a speedy conference convocation, a disgruntled King opined that Churchill was seeking only to “satisfy public sentiment for the appearances of a complete Empire advisory body.” King would go if he must but “would not welcome” the opportunity. More importantly, if such a trip threatened to incite cleavages in his Cabinet or the country, he would stay home. Malcolm Macdonald’s version of events, written on 14 May, is somewhat different. According to the High Commissioner, while King remained “resolutely opposed” to the IWC, Menzies’ appeal had moved him to consider attending a two or three week imperial conference. On one issue, Macdonald and King were of one mind; King’s prolonged absence from Canada would injure national unity given ongoing English-French racial tensions and constant Conservative attacks on the government’s military policies.42
Getting this conference off the ground, an initiative Stacey terms "a sop to Menzies from Churchill," proved impossible. On 26 May King told Churchill an imperial conference would be generally regarded as expressing a lack of confidence in some or all Commonwealth's governments rather than as evidence of imperial unity. Professing a need to stay home, King hoped no such meeting would occur "until it is quite clear that the good resulting therefrom will outweigh the possible risks involved." Four days later Churchill formally proposed the conference to Cranborne. But as Cranborne had noted on 30 May, King was "wobbly" about attending, while a draft memorandum he submitted to Churchill on 3 June posited even a keen Menzies might be unable to return to Britain so soon after his last trip. But when Cranborne suggested moving the conference to later in the year, the War Cabinet disagreed. Preferring to stage the event in late July or August, it authorized Churchill to personally contact King and Smuts about coming to London; if that was impossible, then pre-existing plans to have Dominion Prime Ministers arrive in succeeding solo visits should continue unabated. Churchill's appeal, emphasizing his need to consult with the combined minds of Dominion leaders on strategic problems facing the Empire, went out to King on 11 June. King's response, sent to Massey 3 days later and passed to Churchill on 16 June, was negative. Unwilling to travel to London, King would send two defence ministers to consult with the Britain's War Cabinet. After telling the Dominions Office it did not "seem possible to have much of a conference," on 21 June Churchill informed Menzies that any imperial conference plans would "have to be dropped for the present."

Churchill certainly was not disappointed by this turn of events. His private secretary, John Colville, whose positive postwar assessment of the Menzies-Churchill wartime relationship is most interesting, records his boss pithily commenting "you can easily turn the War Cabinet into a
museum of Imperial celebrities, but then you have to have another body to manage the war.”

Across the Atlantic, King also felt no remorse. Certain his judgement in the matter had been correct (and he was supported by Ernest Lapointe, his influential Quebec lieutenant, who had scathingly attacked the first IWC in 1919), King resented Churchill’s public assertion the conference had to be cancelled because neither King nor Smuts could attend. While the CWC approved King’s decision not to go to Britain on 24 June, while travelling in western Canada, increasingly convinced his domestic enemies would employ the IWC issue to assert Canada and Britain had serious differences regarding the war’s direction, King hinted at a willingness to go to London. But on 4 July he promised two senior Ministers, C.G. Power and Ian Mackenzie, to correct any false impressions that his opposition had killed the conference, while pledging to stay in Canada to safeguard national unity.

If King seemed momentarily indecisive, Menzies felt no such hesitation. Having arrived back in Australia on 24 May, Menzies had briefed the AWC regarding his concerns about Churchill. Describing the War Cabinet’s workings in some detail, Menzies had painted a picture of Churchill as a great and able man unfortunately surrounded by mediocre yes-men unwilling to stand up to Churchill when he was wrong. When the imperial conference scheme came apart, Australians thought they knew where the blame lay. Cranborne had warned Bruce in mid-June that King’s continued opposition was threatening to scuttle the conference, which had prompted Bruce to lobby Cranborne to carry on with the meeting regardless of King’s attitude. Thus, on 3 July Menzies made a direct appeal to King (he sent a separate message to Smuts) to reconsider his objections to a conference and an IWC because Churchill was overburdened, the War Cabinet gave inadequate consideration to long range planning, and the Dominions were not being effectively consulted. Desperate to achieve progress, Menzies said he would “take any political
risk at home” (his fragile coalition government was teetering) to make “essential” changes in London. 49

King was not inclined to take many risks (on 31 May America’s Minister in Ottawa, J. Pierrepont Moffat, had said “things move very slowly in Mr. King’s mind, and as a rule he responds better to suggestions along general lines than to suggestions for specific action” 50). Away from Ottawa until mid-July, King met with Malcolm Macdonald on 14 July. Equally unhappy that Churchill had blamed King for the imperial conference’s collapse, the two men agreed rising Canadian criticism meant King should visit London for a few weeks but not as part of a broader prime ministerial gathering. Canada’s Department of External Affairs also weighed in on the IWC. In April 1940 while serving at Canada’s High Commission in London, Lester Pearson, complaining about Canada’s lack of foreknowledge regarding Allied plans, had recommended that a Canadian official should attend British War Cabinet meetings. But on 18 July 1941 Pearson, now in Ottawa and physically within easy reach of the Prime Minister, rejected an IWC as air mail, telegraphs, telephones, ministerial visits, and consultations with High Commissioners ensured intra-imperial consultation. Most importantly, any Canadian IWC member would almost certainly need to refer matters of vital policy back to Ottawa, thus slowing the decision-making process. Norman Robertson, having succeeded Skelton after the latter’s sudden death in January 1941, was tasked to draft King’s response to Menzies’ 3 July telegram, and also condemned an IWC. Certain Churchill “would have very grave misgivings” about Menzies’ suggestions to appoint “a political commissar from overseas” to monitor British governmental workings, Robertson also believed Washington DC, not London, was “bound to become the strategic as well as geographic centre of our resistance to the Axis Powers.” 51
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Again Menzies was to be frustrated. Smuts cabled on 10 July to say that while an imperial conference seemed a good idea, he could not travel to London until year's end. But the South African opposed installing permanent Dominion representatives in Britain's War Cabinet, averring War Cabinet membership was Churchill's purview alone. King's lengthy response on 2 August said an "imposing" IWC would sacrifice "reality to appearances," would not improve existing consultative machinery, and would almost certainly prejudice Dominion war efforts if their Prime Ministers were in London too long. And while Churchill's burdens were "far too great," they did not "differ in kind from that of the Prime Ministers in each of the Dominions," who were responsible to their own Parliaments and peoples. Only Britain's government and people could relieve Churchill of his burdens.32

After such protestations, Menzies must have found it particularly galling when King proceeded to Britain in late August. Stacey patronizingly claims King made his decision to travel to London after discovering on his western Canadian tour that not everyone shared Quebec's anti-imperial views. In fact, King made the choice after finding out on 6 August that Roosevelt and Churchill had just met secretly off Newfoundland's fog-shrouded coasts to approve the Atlantic Charter. Liberal Senator (and renowned bagman) Norman Lambert confided to a journalist that King's rage upon learning of this covert encounter after the fact had been "unbounded." Fearful his self-proclaimed role as an Anglo-American linchpin would suffer when news of his exclusion came out, King opted to head to London despite a pronounced fear of flying. To his War Cabinet, King justified his trip as a means to publicize Canada's unappreciated war effort in Britain. But when King met with Malcolm Macdonald on 12 August, he made his displeasure quite clear. Recalling his earlier statement that "perfect" existing imperial communications had given Canada no cause for complaint, King now believed "the very opposite
was now taking place.” The British, he whinged, wanted friends in foul weather but ignored them in fair “so long as they got their way that was all they wanted.”

Thus on 13 August Macdonald wired Cranborne that King now desired a two or three-day imperial conference because the Churchill-Roosevelt meeting and ongoing British-American military talks had initiated a new phase in the war that required discussion. Macdonald put a good face on this reversal. Maintaining not completely honestly that King, “disappointed on personal grounds” for being excluded from such important developments, was not “much bothered,” Macdonald emphasized King was more concerned that his peoples’ pride in their national war effort might be hurt if Canada was excluded from British-American planning. The imperial conference did not happen. While King had announced he would arrive in Britain on 21 August, Britain’s War Cabinet doubted the time was ripe for an imperial conference, although it left the final decision to a still absent Churchill. When contacted by telegraph on 14 August, Churchill saw no reason to summon Menzies back to London for only a few days of meetings. Concerned the Australian would view such a request as an “invitation to join [the] War Cabinet,” instead Churchill ruled King could be invited to come to London alone. Five days later, after Peter Fraser told the War Cabinet a hurriedly called imperial conference would serve no useful purpose, Churchill asserted that asking all Dominion Prime Ministers to sit on the War Cabinet “would present considerable difficulty” and would recast government machinery. Agreeing, the War Cabinet asked Churchill to explain these difficulties to Menzies.

In Australia an increasingly frustrated Menzies was frantically manoeuvring to get back to Britain. He told Bruce on 13 August that his Cabinet had asked him to return to London to bring an Australian point of view firmly to bear on Far Eastern discussions. Further, the press had been clamouring for his resignation as Prime Minister so he could take up a place in Britain’s War
Cabinet. Uncertain about his options, Menzies wanted Bruce to discern whether any Dominion Minister other than a Prime Minister could sit on Churchill's War Cabinet. But on 14 August the AWC's Labor Party members strongly opposed Menzies' plan, averring a Prime Minister's primary duty was to lead in Australia. Even when Labor leader John Curtin suggested Menzies could serve in London temporarily, Labor hardliners such as H.V. Evatt, convinced Menzies' notion was a desperate ploy to salvage the his faltering coalition government, overruled Curtin's compromise on 21 August. Without Labor's approval, Menzies could not go to Britain as long as he remained Prime Minister.56

That dilemma was soon solved. Facing mounting pressure within his coalition to step down, Menzies offered to form a national government with Labor, a suggestion Curtin was willing to consider. But on 26 August, with the eager Evatt ambitiously leading the way, Labor rejected the formation of a national government and called upon Menzies to resign and make way for a Labor administration. Two days later, announcing his government had opted to send a Minister to London, Menzies resigned as Prime Minister in favour of party ally Arthur Fadden. Australians naturally were shocked by this sudden chain of events, but Canada's Acting High Commissioner in Canberra laid the blame squarely on Menzies. Although Menzies was a "man of great charm and of outstanding intellectual capacity," E.B. Rogers found him tactless, thought he needlessly antagonized people, while "his handling of the situation in the last few weeks can only be characterized as insipid."57

Churchill had no intention to offer a harried Menzies refuge, having made it plain to King on 21 and 22 August his continued opposition to having any Dominion Minister other than a Prime Minister attend War Cabinet meetings. Furthermore, Churchill could not see how one Dominion representative could represent the interests of all four Dominions, a point King most
emphasis had supported as no Prime Minister had the right to make war-time decisions for even his own nation. The tone of the conversation on 23 August had been far more bitter. The previous evening Lord Astor had unsuccess fully lobbied King to push for Dominion representation on the War Cabinet as only someone with King's or Menzies' stature could influence a "determined" Churchill. Perhaps knowing something was up, the next day Churchill, having said on 22 August that Labor had been "pretty hard" on Menzies, had accused Menzies of loathing his own people and wanting above all to be in England. Disputing Menzies' claim that he was utterly encompassed by mindless yes-men, Churchill instead affirmed that his good Cabinet was comprised of men who "speak their minds." And when news of Menzies' difficulties in Australia reached London on 26 August, King avidly indulged in some self-congratulatory back-patting, recalling his concerns in May that Menzies would pay a price for devoting too little attention to domestic political concerns.58

On 28 August, before news of Menzies' resignation had arrived in Britain, King and Churchill gave their views full throat at the War Cabinet table. Still strongly opposed to altering the existing machinery, King asserted "Menzies had brought all this trouble on himself" by failing to realize each Dominion had unique problems requiring its own leadership. As for Menzies joining his War Cabinet, an adamant Churchill demanded that the Dominions Office and Ministry of Information immediately deny the possibility. If Menzies was absolutely determined to come, he could take Bruce's place as High Commissioner as Churchill would let only a Dominion Prime Minister into the War Cabinet. Only Cranborne indicated any willingness to consider some changes. Certain that support in Britain for improving Dominion involvement in the War Cabinet was "rather unreal and lacked backing," Cranborne thought Australian sentiment seemed "genuine"; thus, it could be difficult to flatly refuse any formal Australian request for
change. But once Menzies’ resignation became public, on 29 August Churchill quickly informed
Fadden it was impossible to appoint an Australian Minister to the War Cabinet without first
consulting the other Dominions. Moreover, none of the Dominion Prime Ministers favoured the
idea, with some taking “a very strong adverse view.” Australian representatives willing to discuss
the war effort remained welcome in London, and Churchill even offered, not very sincerely, a
vague prospect of forming an IWC if all governments in the Empire agreed on its necessity. 59

Menzies’ decisive defeat did not stop his detractors from piling on. On 30 August 1941
King George told Prime Minister King that the Australians were different; Canadians, New
Zealanders, and South Africans “all seemed to work in close harmony, but that in Australia they
were always being critical,” an astounding judgement given often fractious race-based politics in
Canada and South Africa! A day later Cranborne expressed considerable relief at having
dispensed with the “miserable Australians,” averring Menzies’ “intriguing was a constant
danger.” Then on 5 September, at Churchill’s request, King allowed him to read Menzies’ 3 July
telegram though the Canadian insisted the matter not be put on the public record lest he be
accused of not being “square” with Menzies. Churchill found the telegram “cleverly written,” and
ominously suggested King not lose “the communication whatever you do; keep it very
carefully.” 60 Such advice was quite unnecessary, for King never forgot Menzies’s role in the
events of 1941. When the CWC assembled in Ottawa on 10 September to hear the Prime Minister
report upon his British activities, King ensured the minutes made special mention that Churchill’s
telegram of 29 August to Fadden had “substantially” employed King’s arguments to reject
Dominion representation in Britain’s War Cabinet. Then in October, when Earle Page,
Australian’s newly appointed representative to the War Cabinet stopped in Ottawa on his way to
London, King took special delight in Page’s acidic assertions about Menzies’s poor leadership
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skills. According to Page, Menzies had been so intent on returning to Britain that he had not bothered to unpack his suitcase from his first trip, a claim King happily recalled well into the postwar period.41

Indeed, Churchill had made Page's appointment possible. Willing to throw Fadden a bone, on 1 September Churchill said Australia could send a special envoy to London to represent the Dominion before the Chiefs of Staff or other Ministers when the use of Australian forces was being considered. However, Fadden despatched Page on the mistaken assumption Churchill would permit Page's presence when the War Cabinet discussed matters affecting Australia. But while Churchill refused to let the Australian regularly attend War Cabinet meetings, Page's despatch reopened the IWC issue. With a Labor government led by Curtin now in power in Canberra, Menzies made a demand in The Times of London on 19 January for a permanent Australian member in the War Cabinet. Five days later The Times urged Churchill to bring the Dominions Secretary and some Dominion representatives into that body. Churchill took until 27 January 1942 to officially accept Page, citing the entry of Japan and America into the conflict as grounds for allowing Dominion Ministers to attend some War Cabinet discussions. But with Cranborne telling the War Cabinet on 26 January that Australia's demands for full membership in its ranks was inappropriate, Churchill drew a public line. While claiming a willingness to form an IWC, Churchill told Parliament it had been impossible to assemble the Dominion Prime Ministers, most notably Smuts and King, in London. Further, Churchill averred having Dominion members in the War Cabinet who lacked "power to take decisions and can only report to their Government evidently raises some serious problems."42

As in Britain, some Canadian newspapers had taken up the IWC cause. Pointing out Churchill was not averse to an IWC, the Toronto Globe and Mail on 27 January pondered
whether King would acquiesce as the “urgent need is now proved.” One day later the Toronto Star carried former Canadian Prime Minister R.B. Bennett’s maiden speech to the House of Lords in which he had demanded full Dominion participation in an IWC. Such pressure left King unmoved. As Glasgow had reported in September 1941, King’s successful journey to Britain had “once again confounded his critics” and added to his stature, making him “now less dependent upon any single Minister or any group than he has ever been in his long tenure of power.” A confident King approvingly noted Churchill “has held to his guns” while conceding “something vastly different from what the press has been representing.” Speaking to the Canada’s House of Commons on 28 January, King averred existing imperial consultative machinery worked exceedingly well. Page had been invited to sit on War Cabinet meetings “only as a matter of courtesy,” and the power to make decisions would remain with Britain’s War Cabinet. If new developments rendered current arrangements inadequate, then Canada might present an accredited representative to the War Cabinet.63

Menzies’ Imperial War Cabinet hopes were finally dashed, though Australia strived unsuccessfully throughout the war to get its voice heard at the highest levels of Allied decision-making. Australian demands for Pacific War Councils (PWC) in London and Washington after Japan’s dramatic entry into the war were heeded. The PWC was designed to be a formal ministerial forum in which smaller countries could express views and recommendations, a promise it never made good on. Churchill ignored its London branch, while Roosevelt used his Council as a congenial sounding board rather than as a legitimate arena for strategic debates.64 In London, Bruce had replaced Page as Australia’s representative to the War Cabinet, but by September 1942 Bruce was complaining he was “given so little information and consulted so little”; by 1943, he was not even being invited to meetings when Australian affairs were on the
agenda. When Bruce continued to carp, Churchill pointedly asked why Australia should have a representative in the War Cabinet when the other Dominions had none.65

Norman Robertson’s July 1941 counsel that power was shifting to Washington was prescient. After America came into the conflict on 7 December 1941, Churchill and his advisers ventured to Washington to coordinate the Allied war effort. The Anglo-American discussions created a strictly Anglo-American Combined Chiefs of Staff, a powerful planning mechanism that excluded the Dominions and the Soviet Union from its deliberations. Indeed, King heard about the Combined Chiefs’ formation via a newspaper article.66 One would think the Dominions, eager to gain representation on the myriad of vital agencies feeding data into the Combined Chiefs command hierarchy, would have cooperated with each other. It did not happen. As the western Allies’ third largest producer of munitions, Canada keenly sought a seat on the Munitions Assignment Board (MAB). Desirous to keep such boards small and efficient, Washington opposed letting Canada in lest other countries demand the same. Unwilling to alienate the Americans, the British sided with them. Unhappy with this cozy arrangement, Minister of External Affairs Evatt thought he had struck a deal with King to jointly present their demands for MAB membership at a PWC meeting with Roosevelt on 15 April 1942. But when the meeting got underway, Evatt found himself abandoned. Unwilling to alienate Roosevelt even though he desired an MAB seat, King declined to back Evatt for fear he would be seen as protecting imperial interests. King’s 28 April communication to Evatt, coming as it did, with a refusal to provide Canadian troops to defend Australia against Japanese attack, but with a Canadian pledge to help Australia get more munitions allocations once it joined the MAB predictably failed to assuage Evatt’s feelings of betrayal. In October 1942 Evatt dressed down
E.B. Rogers in Canberra, blasting King’s empty gestures to Australia and claiming that Canada “was tied to Mr. Churchill’s apron strings.”

More difficulties lay ahead. When Churchill, desirous to present a united front to growing American and Soviet power, suggested an imperial conference for 1943, King stalled. Believing Churchill sought an “Empire display” to hide the fact there would be no invasion of France that year, King feared a trip to London would convince many Canadians he had “become more interested in Churchill and Imperial politics than our own.” King finally agreed to attend an imperial conference in May 1944, but arrived in London with a definite message to deliver. The previous January, Lord Halifax, Britain’s Ambassador to the United States, had made a speech in Toronto calling for closer imperial cooperation in defense and foreign affairs in order to compete with America and the Soviet Union after the war’s end. Incensed, King had ensured an aide-memoire sent to Britain in February regarding potential Canadian military activities in the war against Japan emphasized that participation need not occur alongside British forces. Instead, Canada would make its choice based on its place as a Pacific nation, a desire to defeat Japan, Commonwealth membership, and most notably a “close and common interest with the United States.” In London, when Curtin suggested forming a permanent system of imperial consultative machinery to deal with Asia-Pacific security questions, King refused to sign on. After the British pressed the Dominions to commit ground forces against Japan, King declined as any commitment was impossible until Britain and Canada had finalized their Pacific plans. When the Canadian decision finally came later that fall, imperialists were disappointed again; Canadian soldiers would join American forces to invade Japan itself, not participate in operations to retake lost British possessions.
Relations between senior members of the Australian and Canadian governments had become nearly unsalvageable. Stopping in Ottawa on his way back to Australia, Curtin irritated King by discussing Australia's plight in 1942 at length while saying little about Canada. Asked by an Australian reporter if he was satisfied with the results of the London parley, Curtin looked directly at King before stating "the only man in that state of mind was the man who sat on the right hand of the almighty." Once back in Australia, the normally mild mannered Curtin snapped at visiting Canadian politicians who had asked if he wanted to see Canadian troops sent to Australia, barking "I don't care what Canada does." Then in San Francisco in 1945, as the Allies hammered out a charter for the fledgling United Nations, Evatt sought to block great power plans for exclusive vetoes on the Security Council. When Canada, also displeased with the veto, opted to practice quiet diplomacy behind the scenes rather than joining Evatt's loud frontal assault, Evatt labelled Canada's representative "an American stooge" and a "pawn in the move to defeat the Australian case." In response, the normally diplomatic Charles Ritchie lambasted Evatt as "insufferably megalomaniacal and irresponsible." Matters would improve only once King retired in 1948 and Labor and Evatt lost power in 1949 to Menzies.

Clearly the failure of Canada and Australia to cooperate even after Menzies' eclipse demonstrates that clashing personalities alone cannot explain Menzies' failure to get King to back an IWC. Geography, isolation, and differing histories had made the two Dominions very distant allies. Canada's politically influential French Canadian minority had long made pro-imperial policies problematic for even Anglophile Conservative governments, and no Liberal regime had ever gained power in Canada without Quebec's strong support. Further, Canadian proximity to the mighty United States, a problem when Britain and America had suffered from poor relations prior to the twentieth century, was a godsend in 1940 when outside terrors loomed. As one
British observer had noted in 1935, "Canadians have always felt that theirs is about the safest country in the world," a sentiment shared by Skelton and the American military.¹¹

Australia, so distant from Britain and America and uncomfortably close to an aggressively expanding Japanese empire, had no such luck. Thus as Canada had withdrawn into semi-isolation after 1918, Australians placed even greater emphasis on the British connection. The result, many Australian academics agree, was a "dependent" Australia which relied on British power and influence for its protection. For David Day, Coral Bell, W.J. Hudson, and M.P. Sharp, this was a mostly negative relationship as unquestioning reliance on the mother country induced apathy, perceptions of cultural inferiority, and a failure to devise independent Australian foreign and military policies. For Bernard Attard and P.G. Edwards, dependence was the natural product of historical and geographical rationales that not only made sense at the time, they also did not preclude Australian attempts to play real roles in the relationship with Britain.²²

Menzies was an embodiment of such concerns. Much has been written about Menzies' imperialist tendencies, especially when, nearly alone among Commonwealth leaders, he supported Britain's politically disastrous role in the 1956 Suez Crisis. As late as April 1957, even after many Britons had turned against their own government for conspiring with France and Israel against Egypt, Menzies thought "we must stick with Britain...even if we do not always like everything they propose."²³ To comprehend that statement, one must understand that for Menzies and many others Australians: the Empire-Commonwealth had multiple meanings: symbolic, cultural, psychological, even moral; but also pragmatic and structural. Commonwealth preference and the sterling area were important elements in Australia's very livelihood, while imperial influence in Asia and the Pacific had long been a major buttress of Australia's sense of physical security.²⁴ Indeed, Gregory Pemberton argues Menzies' "Australian identity coincided with, but
was at the same time subsumed under, a ‘British’ identity.” In 1956 that sense of Britishness led Menzies to support the ill-fated Suez intervention. But in 1941 it compelled him to disagree with Churchill and seek an IWC to control the British war effort because “the belief in the old empire was often held more firmly on the periphery than at the centre of the empire” among Dominion leaders who gained “a powerful place in the world” thanks only to membership in the Empire.  

King could understand such sentiments at some level despite his autonomist policies. He loved the pageantry of Britain’s Royal Family and cherished Britain’s long Liberal political tradition. Further, when Roosevelt had made overtures to Canada in the 1930s about harmonizing Canadian-American defence relations to safeguard continental security, King had made clear in 1937 while that sort of thinking “was all right up to a certain point,” it “should never be permitted to run counter to the advantages” Canada gained from imperial ties. But on 10 September 1939, the day Canada had declared war on Germany, King’s had envisioned the Empire functioning “with the complete independence of the parts united by co-operation in all common ends,” a point of view alien to Menzies who had questioned King’s wartime zeal in May 1941.  

As his diary account of their May 1941 meeting indicates, King never understood Menzies’ urgent desire to be in Britain or Australia’s reluctance to follow a more independent path. During the 1926 imperial conference King had mediated a settlement to keep a Nationalist government from taking South Africa out of the Empire. The resulting deal, which had defined the Dominions as “autonomous Communities within the British Empire, equal in status, in no way subordinate one to another in any aspect of their domestic or external affairs” and gave the Dominions equality of status with Britain, had been followed five years later by the Statute of Westminster which had removed British parliamentary supremacy from the Dominions. Canada had ratified the Statute almost immediately, but Australia had declined to do so until after the Second World War began.
Bernard Attard maintains Australians saw the 1926 Balfour Declaration as irrelevant sop to the radical Dominions, while Australia’s Prime Minister in the early 1930s, J.H. Scullin, had dismissed the Statute as possessing “little importance.” But Australia’s refusal to accept such constitutional evolution, when combined with Canada’s absolute reluctance to act independently on the world stage in the 1930s, led Conservative British governments to act as if they spoke for the entire Empire, hence King’s refusal to give Britain any automatic guarantees after 1935.

So by clumsily seeking to undo the sins of the peace, Menzies had opened himself and Australia to attack. Metaphors of childhood abound. Canada’s High Commissioner to Australia T.C. Davis put matters colourfully in 1945. Admitting affection for Australians despite their being “the spoilt brat of the family,” he prescribed “a few beatings and a bit of kicking around and then you couldn’t beat them.” Moffat, America’s Minister in Ottawa until his untimely death in 1943 and the American Consul in Sydney from 1935 until 1937, had explained Canadian-Australian differences just days before Menzies’ arrival in Ottawa in May 1941. Governmentally, Australia was “still in the adolescent stage,” whereas Canada was a “postgraduate who has just completed his doctor’s thesis.” Less complimentary, “if a process required seven steps the average Australian could never see more than two at most; the Canadian can see at least five, sometimes six and occasionally all seven.” A year later, as Australia vainly had sought Canadian military assistance to ward off Japan, Moffat had maintained Canadians and Australians had never “clicked” in part to Australia’s “undisguisedly” anti-Canadian trade policy. “The other Dominions mean relatively little to the Canadian”; if Australia was threatened now, “the unfortunate reaction of all too many Canadians to Australia’s plight is that she should have thought of herself first and not denuded her own territory by sending so many of her soldiers abroad.”
Some Australians saw things very differently. In June 1941, after touring central Canada, A.S. Watt, First Secretary in Australia’s Legation in Washington, indicted Canada as a nation riven by racial, geographical, economic, and political differences. Watt opined that a visitor to Canada did “not feel that he is meeting a self-confident distinctive people determined to take strong and positive action to sustain and develop their own distinctive nationhood.” Years of unceasing political compromise, designed to avoid domestic upheaval, had weakened Canada’s ability to create a “bold and positive” foreign policy. By contrast, Watt felt certain that Australians were a homogenous people, “more distinctive, assertive and self-confident than the people of Canada,” far less inclined to let regional interests override federal concerns and powers. Upon reading this memorandum, R.G. Casey, Watts’ boss, commented that Canada, thanks to American protection, had developed a “poor relation” complex; “I am more than ever satisfied that Australia benefits, in more ways than one, in having no land frontiers with other countries.”

Many Canadians, as they ponder increasingly problematic American security policies since the attacks on 11 September 2001, might agree with Casey.
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